2020 Honors & Awards Ceremony

ACADEMIC AND ACTIVITY AWARDS

**ENGLISH AWARDS**

*Jane Britton Excellence in English Award*
Lucas Mortenson

*English Department Award*
Maya Goldenberg and Annelise Robinson

*Outstanding Achievement in Transitional English*
Aleksandra Rzekec

*Friends of the Glenview Library Scholarship*
Sumin Cho and Anshul Sukhlecha

**JOURNALISM AWARDS**

*Outstanding Student in Publications*

*Oracle*
Madaket Chiarieri, Mary Jane McNary, and Gwyneth Skiles

*Etruscan*
Anya Cronin, Stephanie Kim, Katherine Klish, Caitlin Noe, and Hansen Punnoose

*Glenbrook Medallions- Yearbook Pacemaker*
Olivia Borth, Anya Cronin, Enkhjin Erdenekhuyag, Stephanie Kim, Katherine Klish, Caitlin Noe, Kathryn Norwood, Hansen Punnoose, Mary-Kate Russell, and Anastasia Tryfonopoulos

**WORLD LANGUAGES AWARDS**

*Florence Steiner Memorial Awards*

*French-*
Maya Goldenberg

*Spanish-*
Janine Dias, Cole Dubrow, and Ellie Welch-Jani

*Spanish for Heritage Learners-*
Isabella Big-Herrera

*Japanese-*
William Bermudez

*German-*
Colin Song

*American Sign Language-*
Caleigh Schmidt

*Spirit of Languages Awards*

*French-*
Mauricio Parra

*German-*
Laura Schonken

*Japanese-*
Kenneth Likit

*Mandarin Chinese-*
Alexis Rosenfeld

*Spanish-*
Ashley Davis, Alex Martin, and Annelise Robinson

*Spanish for Heritage Learners-*
Paulina Moreno and Mirel Palillero
Trilingual Scholar Award
William Bermudez, Becca Hollimon, Kayla Hyun, Lilly Pireva, Lorelei Streb, and Sierra Sundstrom

**SCIENCE AWARDS**

American Association of Physics Teachers Award
Ellie Welch-Jani

Illinois Association of Chemistry Teachers Award
Anshul Sukhlecha

National Association of Biology Teachers Award
Wyatt Cummings

Leo J. Leathers Horticulture Award
Mary-Kate Russell and Sarah Williams

Illinois Science Teachers Award
Adam Zuiker

Science Department Awards
Evan Papoutsis, Josie Sobecks, Ellie Welch-Jani, and Sarah Williams

Dr. Alan F. Thometz Science Award
Alison Reeve

Outstanding Science Student Award
Colin Song

**SOCIAL STUDIES AWARDS**

Model United Nations Eleanor Roosevelt Award
Michael Davis, Ally Kiwaiko, Angela Shechtman, and Joe Voight

Robert B. Adams Award
Wyatt Cummings, Janine Dias, Cole Dubrow, Danial Jiwani, Jenna Kim, and Marianela Luna-Torrado

David P. Pasquini Award
Dejah Carr, Frank Jang, Josie Sobecks, Margaret Sporer, Kendall Vega, and Amani Walker

**MATHEMATICS AWARDS**

John W. McConnell Outstanding Student Award
Ellie Welch-Jani

Excellence in Mathematics Award
Janine Dias, Kevin McGough, Evan Papoutsis, and Caleigh Schmidt

Achievement in Mathematics Award
Computer Science Award
Trenton Paul

ART AWARDS
Outstanding Senior Art Students
  
  **Drawing**- Lilly Pireva
  **Painting**- Sumin Cho
  **Photography**- Anna Musich and Megan Skovranko
  **Ceramics**- Chaeyeon Park
  **Sculpture**- Chaeyeon Park

BROADCASTING AWARDS
Outstanding Achievement in Radio Broadcasting and Audio Production
Collin McCarthy and Adair McMahon

Excellence in Television Production Award
Natalie Kahan, James Kurtzweil II, and Helen Neppl

Glenbrook Medallions
  **Cinematography**- Katie Itaya
  **Commercial**- Josh Brown and Matthew Finkel

MUSIC DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Ken Eidson Community Band Award
Ashleigh Roth

Peter M. Pappas Instrumental Music Award
Brian De Stefano, Elizabeth Houser, and Chae Won Park

Glenbrook South Instrumental League Award
Joshua Cavender, Ethan Celnik, Wyatt Cummings, Claire Hackl, Elizabeth Houser, Luke Kirby, Karin Olson, and Taylor Woitesek

The John Philip Sousa Award
Claire Hackl, Elizabeth Houser, Luke Kirby, and Kathryn Norwood

Outstanding Orchestra Member Award
Eugene Jang and Alyson MacQuarrie

The Glenbrook Symphony Orchestra Parents Association Award
Brianna Dressler, Hannah Ku, Andrew Stack, and Olivia Vamos

Outstanding Seniors in Choral Music Award
Brian De Stefano and Yasmeen Mohammed Rafee
Music Department Distinguished Service Award
Luke Kirby

Glenbrook Medallion - ILEMA
Sophia Albrecht, Brian De Stefano, Eugene Jang, Benjamin Kalish, Jenna Kim,
Luke Kirby, Joanna Choe, Riichiro Fujiki, Ethan Tu

BUSINESS EDUCATION AWARDS
Best Students In:

- **Accounting**: Steven Dales and Clara Galler
- **Business Law**: Ellen Maloney and Joseph Shapiro
- **Technology**: Lane Alexander, Julia Holmblad, and Jordan Howard
- **Marketing**: Dominic Martinelli and Thomas Mladenovic
- **Business**: Nicholas Eilts, Julian Issar, Danial Jiwani, Katherine Katranis, and Jacob Wolf

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES AWARDS

Family & Consumer Sciences General Awards

- **Fashion and Design**: Alexandria Aralis and Isabella DesRoberts
- **Interior Design**: Caroline Sultz and Emily Zingerman
- **Early Childhood Award**: Alyssa Demos and Allison White
- **Culinary Arts Award**: Gerardo Diaz and Ana Pavlovic

Family and Consumer Science Department Service Award
Margaret Sporer

Family and Consumer Science Department Outstanding Student Award
Katrina Donatello

Glenbrook Medallion

- **FCCLA - Fashion Design**: Laura Schonken
- **BPA**: Eric Li

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION AWARDS

Technology Education General Awards

- **Woodworking**: Said Romero
- **Automotives**: Dennis Hudson and Ford Nelson
- **Architectural Design**: Nathan Brodkin, Robert Lashley, and Michael Zenzola
- **Engineering and Design**: Phillip Augustynowicz, Cole Deck, Sam Ruggerio, and Kate Stack

Technology Education Department Award
Norbert Crecan

Robert J. O'Hara Memorial Scholarship
Jazmin Montesinos
ATHLETIC AWARDS

Three Sport Athlete Award
Claire Hackl and Alison Reeve

Marine Corps Distinguished Athlete of the Year Award
Clayton Finzer

Athlete of the Year Award
Kate Jortberg, Will Kelly, Dominic Martinelli, and Raelyn Roberson

Titan Booster Club Scholarship
Ashley Davis and Dominic Martinelli

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AWARDS

Outstanding Senior P.E. Leaders Award
Ashley Davis, Logan Kreske, Charlie Kuhn, Adair McMahon, Lilly Small, and Justin Wrona

DEBATE AWARDS

Debaters of the Year- Policy
Alexander Baime and Jordan Frese

DRAMA AWARDS

Outstanding Senior Drama Students
Nathan Goldberg, Helen Neppl, Gwyn Skiles, and Allie Vogelmeier

TECHNICAL THEATRE HALL OF FAME AWARD

Technical Theatre Hall of Fame
Hannah Dobos, Sophie Graham, Tommy Kesling, and Olivia Lee

SPEECH TEAM AWARD

Outstanding Senior Speech Team Member Award
Kendall Grenolds and Yasmeen Mohammed Rafie

INSPIRE AWARDS

Inspire Award
Jakub Bakowski and Lauren Yim

KEY CLUB AWARDS

Key Club Service Award
Cole Dubrow and Amy Oh

INTERACT AWARDS

Interact Service Award
Kendall Vega
STUDENT TO STUDENT AWARDS

Student to Student Outstanding Leadership Award
Laya Anvari, Conor Carrigan, and Sarah Williams

TITAN LEARNING CENTER AWARDS

Titan Learning Center Tutors of the Year
Frank Jang and Caleigh Schmidt

Peer Group Outstanding Leadership Award
Nicholas Antonoglu and Maya Goldenberg

ALL SCHOOL AWARDS

Glenbrook Scholars
Alexander Baime
Sara Bhaidani
Clara Blackwell
Sydney Boland
Joseph Brower
Lauren Cameranesi
Elliot Chen
Madaket Chiarieri
Sumin Cho
Sunny Choi
Mary Cowhey
Anya Cronin
Wyatt Cummings
Matthew Dale
Michael Davis
Janine Dias
Hannah Dobos
Cole Dubrow
William Friedman
Daniel Gemignani
Maya Goldenberg
Claire Hackl
Michael Hadjiivanov
Christina Haralampopoulou
Ethan Herbolsheimer
William Houser
Ji Won Hyun
Frank Jang
Jihoo Jang
Avery Jerva
Isabel Jordan
Katherine Jortberg
Jenna Kim
Hannah Ku
Ethan Yoon  
Michael Zenzola  
Adam Zuiker

**National Merit Finalists**
Madaket Chiarieri  
Wyatt Cummings  
Matthew Dale  
Kevin McGough  
Lucas Mortenson  
Caleigh Schmidt  
Anshul Sukhlecha  
Elizabeth Welch-Jani  
Adam Zuiker

**The Heart of a Titan Award**
Anya Cronin, Matthew Dale, Michael Davis, Jenna Hartley, Will Houser, Izzy Jordan, Lina Pedrelli, Kendall Smith, Sarah Williams, and Adam Zuiker

**William H. Schreiner Titan Spirit Awards**
Challen Flaws, James Kurtzweil II, Joe Shapiro, and Katie Weiss

**DAR Good Citizen Award**
Katherine Schurer

**SAR Good Citizen Award**
Wyatt Cummings

**Eileen Gamble Memorial Scholarship**
Lucas Mortenson, Danial Jiwani, Abby Neptun, and Angela Shechtman

**Glenview Rotary High Achievement Award**
Frank Jang and Ally Kiwaiko

**Mark C. Hiller Award**
Kendall Vega

**MAJOR SCHOLARSHIPS**

**Rose E. Bilger Scholarship**
Kayla Hyun

**Glenbrook Education Association Scholarship**
Megan Condon, Jenna Hartley, and Lauren White

**Glenview State Bank Scholarship**
Katarzyna Barton and Kyle Subade
Hellenic Club Scholarship
Christie Chrones

Japanese Omron Scholarship
William Bermudez and Chae Won Park

William R. Hicks Titan Memorial Scholarship
Avery Jerva

MLB of Glenview Scholarship
Nicole Kelley and Neha Surani

James Nettleton Memorial Scholarship
Matthew Carrigan and Jenna Khan

Optimist Club Scholarship
Josephine Sobecks

Village of Glenview Scholarship
Chaeyeon Park

Glenview Sunrise Rotary Club Scholarship
Gerardo Diaz

Topaz/Kiwanis Club Scholarship
Amy Oh

Glenview Lions Club Scholarship
David Ha

Vitalant Service Scholarship
Emma Almburg and Frank Jang

Richard S. Goodspeed Memorial Scholarship
Mark Vagil

Brian Kennedy Scholarship
Taylor Woitesek

Jeffrey Yordy Memorial Scholarship
Mary-Kate Russell

Linda Kocian Memorial Scholarship
Hannah Dobos, Mirel Palillero, and Yasar Sadozai

Amber Foundation Orchesis Scholarship
Bella Alfaro
Craig G. Stifler Swimming Scholarship
Michael Roytman

Grace Kaskie Memorial Scholarship
Helen Neppl

Jerfita Key to Success Scholarship
Ji Woo Hwang

Daniel Razes Memorial Scholarship
Mary Cowhey

Jane Pope Memorial Scholarship
Indra Ayushjav

Mike Lanphere Spirit Award
Aidan Prikos

CCPC "Follow Your Dream" Scholarship
Bimmy Bimmy

CCPC "Bright Start" Scholarship
Anu Kherlen

Daniel Johnson Memorial Scholarship
Caleigh Schmidt

Carol Rogal Memorial Scholarship
Faizaan Majeed and Laura Schonken

Susan McGee Memorial Scholarship
Ethan Celnik

GBSIL Alumni Parent Scholarship
Claire Hackl

Carolyn "Mama" Glass Memorial Scholarship
Sunny Choi

Ross Taylor Memorial Scholarship
Clayton Finzer

Glenbrook High School Foundation Scholarship
Gabriel Atto, Isabella Big-Herrera, and Alexis Rosenfeld

Irwin Lyons Memorial Scholarship
Christine Lee
Norman E. Watson Leadership Award
Cole Dubrow and Ellie Welch-Jani

Parents' Association Outstanding Senior Award
Sunny Choi and Angela Shechtman